An ultra modern core-banking and lending platform

The Leveris platform is designed for the launch of greenfield banks as well as the enablement of digital transformation in established banks.

The Leveris platform was built to address the issues inherent in legacy banking platforms such as high cost, inflexibility, poor UX and an inability to harness the power of real time data.

The modern design and event-driven-architecture of their platform allows banks to become technology led companies, that offer modern user experiences on an economically viable technology infrastructure.
Competitive Advantages

- **Data Driven**: The unified and universally accessible real time data layer enables One-Single-View-of-Customer to permeate the entire technology stack
- **Modular**: The highly decoupled platform enabled by the event-driven architecture, ensures persistent modularity and the associated flexibility this gives the banks in terms of speed of innovation and product configuration
- **Cost and Scalability**: The Leveris platform is natively deployed in AWS with all the scalability and extensibility advantages

Target Markets

- Incumbent banks on a legacy platform looking to digitally transform
- Challenger organisations looking to launch greenfield digital banks
- Large consumer brands looking to enter financial services
- Global but preference for SEPA countries

Use Cases

- **Traditional banks**: Target a new demographic or market with an ultra-modern proposition with cutting-edge technology and state-of-the-art user experiences
- **Challenger banks**: Established banks or new entrants that want to launch a challenger brand with stand-alone, cutting-edge technology and state-of-the-art user experiences
- **Lenders**: Providing a multi-purpose lending solution that is fast, secure and paperless. Lending capabilities include mortgages and personal loans, SME and auto finance lending

References

- A number of live implementations across Europe
- Numerous other implementations currently under development and deployment
- Strategic partnership with Link Asset Services including a very significant equity investment
- Numerous other global partnerships with large tech companies and consultancies soon to be announced
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Company

- **Founded**: 2016
- **Founders**: Conor Fennelly (CEO)
- **Headquarters**: Dublin (Ireland), R&D centres in Prague (Czech Republic) and Minsk (Belarus)
- **Location**: Leveris Ltd.
  88 Harcourt Street
  Dublin 2
  Ireland

www.leveris.com
/link/company/leveris
/twitter/WeAreLeveris
/facebook/leveris

Leveris is a scaleup proudly supported by EIT Digital Accelerator